Tales of the Sun by various authors
Ministry of Image
Teen
Slice of Life
A collection of stories about Princess Celestia!
$60 hardback

For the Love of Faust by various authors
Ponyfeather Publishing
Everyone
Slice of Life
In 2010, Lauren Faust’s vision of Equestria captured the imaginations of countless people around the world, who poured their creativity into celebrating her setting and characters through their own art. Over ten years later, this book collects the merest fraction of that creative output as a tribute to her, a thank-you for sharing her vision with us.
$22 paperback / $40 hardback

Chasing the Sunset by various authors
Ponyfeather Publishing
Teen — Advanced topics (sex, death)
Romance
This book collects the thirteen winning stories from Oroboro’s 2017, 2018, and 2019 Sunset Shipping contests. Each is a unique, compelling look at a relationship with the one and only Sunset Shimmer.
$20 paperback / $38 hardback
**Badge Granted** by various authors  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
Teen — Advanced topics, violence  
Adventure, Dark, Sci-Fi

This book collects fifteen works from fifteen authors set in the Optimalverse, a hard sci-fi continuity in which a video game studio creates an artificial intelligence whose single goal is to satisfy human values through friendship and ponies.

$31 paperback / $48 hardback

---

**The Vault Interviews** by various authors  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
Teen  
Author Interviews

For two years, the Pony Fiction Vault collected stories RBDash47 found notable. He also asked each author to complete an interview about themselves and their work, collected here in print for the first time.

$32 paperback / $50 hardback

---

**The Dark Between the Stars** by various authors  
*Self-published*  
Teen — Violence  
Dark, Romance, Sad, Slice of Life, Drama

What secrets does the moon hold? What stories does the sun tell? What dwells in the dark between the stars, the space between worlds? We stand on the ground and stare at the sky, trying to find an answer.

$30 hardback
My new house in Equestria came with more than I'd bargained for.

$16 paperback

Lily's conspiracy newspaper said that there was a monster near Ponyville, and while it was mostly wild speculation, town gossip said that Ginger Gold suddenly had somebody unexpected working in her woodlot.

$9 paperback

After a day of work in Rose's flowerbeds, Sam winds up spending the night, and a new friendship blooms.

$10 paperback
**Destination Unknown** by Admiral Biscuit  
*Self-published*  
Teen  
Pony on Earth, Slice of Life  
“Tour America by Rail!” the sign said, and so Sweetsong does. Everything she needs for a journey fits into her saddlebags, and there are plenty of trains to choose from if she’s resourceful enough.  
$12 paperback

**Fanfare for the Common Mare** by Admiral Biscuit  
*Self-published*  
Teen  
Slice of Life  
*Far below the glittering palace in Canterlot, ordinary mares and stallions toil in relative obscurity, and yet they are the ponies who make Equestria great. These are their stories.*  
$13 paperback

**Stardust** by Arad  
*Ministry of Image*  
Teen — Violence  
Dark, Crossover, Human  
*Can Twilight earn the trust and friendship of people who are by nature suspicious and hostile to anything that isn’t “human”?*  
$60 hardback
The Essential Aragon by Aragon
Ponyfeather Publishing
Teen
Comedy, Slice of Life

This is The Essential Aragón. It’s technically not poison. Inside you’ll find nine stories that define the literary career of Aragón, chosen by the public and the author alike, edited and remastered for print. This is a joke book about cartoon horses screaming, presented in a sleek, stylistic package.

$22 paperback / $40 hardback

Neighbors by AugieDog / Baal Bunny
Self-published
Teen — Advanced topics (addiction)
Original Fiction - Fantasy

Gus Lancer, known in the online Brony community as “AugieDog,” is confined to a wheelchair and barely able to speak due to a degenerative neurological disease. Recently, though, he’s discovered that he can apparently communicate with animals…

$16 paperback

Morning, Noon & Night by AugieDog / Baal Bunny
Self-published
Everyone
Original Fiction - Fantasy

AugieDog’s “Half the Day is Night” rewritten with original characters and setting

$21 paperback
**Lost Time** by bookplayer  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
**Teen — Advanced topics**  
Romance, Drama  
*When Rainbow tries to change the course of the zap apple harvest to keep her date with Applejack, she finds that ancient magic loves an ironic twist.*  
$11 paperback / $29 hardback

**The Best Night Ever** by Captain Chryssalid  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
**Teen**  
Romance, Adventure, Comedy  
*Prince Blueblood thought the Grand Galloping Gala was over. He thought he could just go to sleep and put it behind him. He never expected to be reliving the same disaster of a day, over and over... and over.*  
$11 paperback / $29 hardback

**The Purloined Pony** by Chris  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
**Everyone**  
Adventure  
*When a young foal goes missing, it’s up to Carrot Top to step in and save the day. A pick-your-path-style story with 18 possible endings and hundreds of possible paths!*  
$11 paperback
**Completely Safe Stories** by Cold in Gardez  
*Self-published*  
*Teen*  
*Slice of Life, Comedy*  

*A collection of fan-favorite short stories by acclaimed author Cold in Gardez, including Completely Safe in the Reference Section, Lost Cities, and The Book of Might Have Beens.*  

$22 paperback

---

**Compati** by Corejo  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
*Teen — Advanced topics (sexual non-consent)*  
*Romance, Dark, Drama*  

*Sunset Shimmer lived a perfect life. Nightmare Moon destroyed it. When Luna seeks reconciliation years later, past demons resurface to threaten all that Sunset holds dear. Though she is willing, the question remains: is there a limit to forgiveness?*  

$32 paperback / $49 hardback

---

**Into the Dark** by Corejo  
*Self-published*  
*Teen — Violence*  
*Dark, Romance*  

*Equestria has fallen to a curse of eternal darkness. Together with the spirit of Luna, a stallion seeks to return the sun and moon to the sky, before the Devourer consumes all.*  

$22 paperback / $33 hardback
The Night Is Passing by Cynewulf
Ponyfeather Publishing

Teen — Violence
Adventure, Romance, Dark

Celestia disappears, Equestria falls apart, and Twilight goes West to recover her lost teacher.

$57 paperback / $98 hardback (3 volumes)

The Education of Clover the Clever by Daedalus Aegle
Self-published

Everyone
Comedy, Adventure

Clover Cordelia is a young student at the Cambride Academy of Magic who wants to become a great sorceress. Star Swirl the Bearded is a legendary wizard in need of an apprentice. What could possibly go wrong?

$32 paperback / $49 hardback

Gods of Old and New by Daetrin
Ponyfeather Publishing

Teen
Adventure

Gods of Old and New collects Daetrin's complete works, which form a single continuity much concerned with the topography of divinity.

$26 paperback / $44 hardback
University Days / The Vinyl Scratch Tapes by DawnFade and Corey
Ministry of Image

Teen
Romance, Comedy, Slice of Life

A refined mare fresh out of high school and a dropout following her dreams find themselves forced to spend a lot of time together.

After the invention of radio, DJ-Pon3 (aka Vinyl Scratch) holds the first Equestrian talk show with her co-host Octavia. Octavia quickly finds out her superior is very eccentric, leading their broadcast to be constantly derailed, yet somehow remain popular.

$60 hardback

Eternal by device heretic
Ponyfeather Publishing

Teen — Advanced topics
Adventure, Sad

Many years after sending her beloved protege to Ponyville, unease sits heavily on Princess Celestia’s heart as her relationship with Twilight Sparkle seems to have cooled despite all they’ve accomplished together. On the advice of her sister, Celestia sets out to investigate and resolve the lost connection with her most faithful student. What does it mean to be a Faithful Student… or a Princess of the Sun?

$21 paperback / $39 hardback
**Mendacity** by Dromicosuchus

*Ponyfeather Publishing*

*Teen*

*Adventure, Romance*

*Bon Bon’s voice is funny, and that’s about all that anypony who meets her notices, as her marefriend Lyra soon steals the spotlight with her explosive personality, strange obsessions, and curious beliefs. And why not? Bon Bon is, after all, a perfectly ordinary, boring pony in every way but two: her voice, and the carefully kept secret that she isn’t really a pony.*

*$12 paperback / $30 hardback*

---

**The Essential Dubs Rewatcher: …But the Kitchen Sink & Other Travesties** by

*Dubs Rewatcher

*Self-published*

*Teen — Advanced topics (sex)*

*Comedy, Drama, Slice of Life*

*This anthology contains over 15 of Dubs Rewatcher’s best stories, including Aria Blaze: Throat Puncher, The Attempted Assassinations of Twilight Sparkle, Dinky vs. the Moon, and the fandom-breaking Rainbow Dash crackfic …But the Kitchen Sink — along with a few awesome extras.*

*$20 paperback*
The Time Loop Trilogy by Eakin
Ministry of Image
Teen — Violence
Adventure, Dark, Romance, Comedy

_Twilight isn’t having a very good day. An experimental spell blew up in her face, an army of changelings is attacking Canterlot, and she just died. Yet somehow, it looks like it’s going to keep going downhill from here. Given the chance to correct what’s gone wrong, Twilight swears she’s going to fix all this even if it kills her. Which it will. Frequently._

$60 hardback

Feedback by Erik “RQK” Loyd
Self-published
Teen
Dark, Drama, Mystery

_Twilight Sparkle gives her life to save Equestria. Complications in time and space conspire to correct that, but can a long-dead mare be saved?_

$19 paperback

Substitute by Erik “RQK” Loyd
Self-published
Teen
Dark, Drama, Tragedy

_Everything has a price. The smallest of actions, both good and bad, can place many into the grave. The roots run deep, after all, in any and all Equestrias._

$24 paperback
Divergence by Erik “RQK” Loyd
Self-published
Teen
Dark, Drama, Sad

The many facets which once checked a now-dead ancient evil are now gone, and a shred of that evil has returned. And now its former prison threatens to steal all magic from everywhere. The complications grow from there.

$21 paperback

Reflections by Erik “RQK” Loyd
Self-published
Teen
Dark, Adventure

Crystal Faire, a Flurry Heart from an alternate reality, attempts to stop the collapse of all existence. …With a little help, perhaps.

$28 paperback

Through the Well of Pirene by Ether Echoes
Self-published
Everyone
Fantasy, Adventure

An epic fantasy adventure about two sisters and how they broke and saved the world.

$58 hardback
Oversaturation by Fan of Most Everything
Self-published
Teen
Adventure

*Just after the Battle of the Bands, magic floods into the human world at a dangerous rate. Sunset must find a way to save her adopted home from too much of a good thing.*

$11 paperback

A Fleeting Light in the Darkness by Flashgen
Self-published
Teen
Horror, Mystery

*On April 16th, a group of investigators arrive in Ponyville to assist with a recent spree of missing pony cases, but find the town deserted. The only record of what may have occurred is a journal, found in the local library and belonging to Princess Celestia’s student, Twilight Sparkle.*

$40 hardback

Around the World in 81 Days by GaPJaxie
Self-published
Everyone
Adventure

*When Twilight and Celestia have an argument about the existence of leap years, there's only one possible way to settle their differences: a race around the world!*

$33 paperback
The Third Wheel by GaPJaxie
Self-published
Teen
Sad, Slice of Life, Adventure
The collected stories of the Third Wheel series, by GaPJaxie.
$33 paperback

Thousand Yard Stare by GaPJaxie
Self-published
Teen — Advanced topics (sex)
Science Fiction, Slice of Life
The collected works of GaPJaxie, including stories about philosophy, life, and little magical horses. Sometimes sad, sometimes funny, always thought provoking.
$33 paperback

Roll Credits by GaPJaxie
Self-published
Teen
Slice of Life, Alternate Universe
In a world where My Little Pony is a live action TV show, meet the six actors who play the main cast. Star Power isn’t Twilight Sparkle, but she does play her on TV!
$26 paperback
The One Who Got Away / Drifting Down the Lazy River by Georg
Self-published
Everyone
Romance, Slice of Life
Two stories about ponies who could not find where they belonged until they visited a river, and the unexpected residents inside. Seaponies!
$17 paperback

The Monster in the Twilight by Georg
Self-published
Teen
Adventure, Sad
What if the young Twilight Sparkle on the event of her entrance exam had lost her mind among the power of her youthful surge and had to be sent away, far away before she could destroy all of Canterlot with her newfound power. And now she is beginning to remember what true power felt like.
$15 paperback

Sisters! by Georg
Self-published
Teen — Advanced topics (sex)
Humor
A collection of female alicorns, related by their unique placement in the universe, who do not so much suffer from insanity as rather enjoy it. For centuries, there was only one of them in Equestria, then two, and three, then four and five… In short, they consider each other as… Sisters!
$15 paperback
Tales from the Civil Service by GhostOfHeraclitus
Ponyfeather Publishing

Everyone
Slice of Life

From the driest of wits comes a collection of stories that invite you to find the hero, not in the alicorn princess or the Element wielder, but in the hard-working bureaucrat, forever toiling behind the scenes, often sans tea, to make Equestria the magical land it is.

$12 paperback / $30 hardback

Empty Horizons by Goldenwing
Ministry of Image

Teen — Violence
Adventure, Sci-Fi

In the ruined depths of Canterlot, a team of brave salvagers discover six mares, long forgotten but miraculously preserved. Though these mares cannot remember what happened to their world, they possess powerful magic that hasn't been seen for centuries. Twilight and her friends must dive into the sunken remains of history to determine what happened, but Equestria isn't the harmonious land it once was.

$60 hardback
Songs of the Sisters by horizon  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
*Teen*  
Romance, Comedy, Drama, Tragedy  
*This is a book for people in love with a magical pony princess. Although Horizon has won contests and critical acclaim with stories across the genre spectrum, this collection focuses on Celestia, Luna, and the adventures of the ponies who love them.*  
$25 paperback / $43 hardback

Biblical Monsters & Other Grim Tales by Horse Voice  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
*Teen — Advanced topics (death)*  
Adventure, Romance, Horror  
*From the master of pony horror comes a collection of chilling tales sure to leave an impression on even the strongest psyche.*  
$13 paperback / $32 hardback

The Alicorn Adventures by iisaw  
*Ministry of Image*  
*Teen*  
Adventure, Mystery, Romance, Dark  
*Princess Twilight Sparkle discovers a centuries-old mystery hidden in the Royal Archives. Her investigation leads through layer after layer of deception and misdirection, setting her hooves on a path that seems to be leading to a mysterious secret. Along the way, she learns that some friendships can be very, very strange.*  
$104 hardback (2 volumes)
Anthropology by JasonTheHuman
Ministry of Image
Everyone
Adventure, Comedy

Humans. Truth or myth? Ancient lost civilization or just an old pony’s tale? No pony has ever seen one, and most haven’t even heard of them. But Lyra knows that these wonderful creatures are more than just old legends, and she’s going to find out… and possibly drive her roommate insane in the process.

$60 hardback

Twilight’s List by kits
Ponyfeather Publishing
Teen
Romance

Twilight Sparkle prides herself on following and sticking to her plans, but she isn’t as organized as everypony thinks. Her master list, the plan for her life, has an item that she has never been able to check off; and the time has come to fix that. How hard can it be? All she needs to do is go on a date and get a kiss.

$11 paperback / $29 hardback
Prey by kkat  
Ministry of Image  
Teen  
Romance, Drama, Horror  

Ocellus is trapped in a palace infested with a brood of love-starved changelings and their queen who are intent on using her only way home as a means to invade her world.  

$60 hardback  

Changeling Space Program by Kris Overstreet  
Self-published  

Everyone  
Comedy, Adventure, Sci-Fi  

Chrysalis wants to be the first mare on the moon, but the only way she can do it involves a flight-obsessed earth pony, a collection of semi-mad scientists, and her loyal horde of brave-but-dumb changeling subjects. Together they’ll make history... or giant explosions... or both.  

$26 paperback / $60 hardback  

Remember Fort Libris by Kris Overstreet  
Self-published  

Everyone  
Comedy, Adventure, Sci-Fi  

A collection of (most of) Kris Overstreet’s short My Little Pony fanfics, including stories such as “An Orderly Transfer of Power”, “Seneschal”, “Daring Double,” and “Methane, She Pinkie.”  

$19 paperback
Winter Dreams, Summer Reminisces by Libertydude
Self-published
Teen
Adventure, Drama
An eclectic mix of stories examining tales in both the summer and winter of Equestria. Featuring a wide array of characters, these stories will feature both lowkey drama and high adventure for different ponies.

$9 paperback

Empathy for the Devil by Marvel&Ponder
Self-published
Teen — Advanced topics (sex)
Drama, Young Adult, Urban Fantasy
Sunset Shimmer receives remarkable news: Princess Twilight's becoming the queen of all Equestria! But as her friends celebrate, Sunset struggles with her own destiny when dangerous, new magic leaks through a rip in space-time above Canterlot High.

$23 paperback

Empathy for the Devil: Behind the Zines by Marvel&Ponder
Self-published
Teen
Art Book
Two new best friends made a super nerdy, illustrated fanfic. Now here's what you didn't see! Behind the Zines includes all 50+ art pieces from the story plus deleted scenes, scribbles, sketches, and more!

$19 paperback
The Enchanted Library by Monochromatic
Ministry of Image
Teen
Adventure, Romance

When one fateful search through the Everfree Forest leads Rarity to a secret library inhabited by the spirit of an ancient alicorn princess, she realises that it may be time to start believing in fairy tales.

$104 hardback (2 volumes)

The Enchanted Kingdom by Monochromatic
Ministry of Image
Teen
Adventure, Drama

As an ancient alicorn trapped inside a library, Princess Twilight spent many a century dreaming of being rescued from her prison. Now, finding herself in an entirely new Equestria, she realizes she'd never planned for somepony to actually succeed...

$104 hardback (2 volumes)

The Enchanted Library by Monochromatic
Ponyfeather Publishing
Teen
Adventure, Romance

When one fateful search through the Everfree Forest leads Rarity to a secret library inhabited by the spirit of an ancient alicorn princess, she realises that it may be time to start believing in fairy tales.

$44 paperback / $89 hardback (3 volumes)
The Enchanted Kingdom by Monochromatic
Ponyfeather Publishing

Teen
Adventure, Drama

As an ancient alicorn trapped inside a library, Princess Twilight spent many a century dreaming of being rescued from her prison. Now, finding herself in an entirely new Equestria, she realizes she'd never planned for somepony to actually succeed…

$32 paperback / $65 hardback (2 volumes)

The Mono-Logues by Monochromatic
Ponyfeather Publishing

Teen
Romance, Slice of Life, Comedy, Drama

From the master of ripping your heart out of your chest and shredding it to pieces before throwing them into the fire and giving you the ashes comes a collection of stories that will make you laugh, make you cry, and might just make a bad day better.

$18 paperback / $36 hardback

Crimson Lips by Monochromatic
Ponyfeather Publishing

Teen — Advanced topics (sex work)
Romance, Drama

Amidst the beautiful and unforgiving city of Canterlot, where prejudice is rampant and passion even more so, two women forge an unlikely bond and explore the answer to a simple question: is selling your body the same as selling yourself?

$18 paperback / $36 hardback
The Mare Who Once Lived on the Moon by MrNumbers

Ministry of Image

Teen

Adventure, Romance, Sci-Fi

In a world of brass and steam, Twilight Sparkle finds perhaps the one pony as lonely as she is. It’s rather unfortunate that they’re on the moon.

$60 hardback

The Mare Who Once Lived on the Moon by Mr-Numbers

Ponyfeather Publishing

Teen

Adventure, Romance, Sci-Fi

In a world of brass and steam, Twilight Sparkle finds perhaps the one pony as lonely as she is. It’s rather unfortunate that they’re on the moon.

$20 paperback / $38 hardback

Fractured Sunlight by Oroboro

Ponyfeather Publishing

Teen — Advanced topics (death, sex)

Romance, Drama, Slice of Life

As kids, Twilight and Sunset were best friends, but a tragic accident cut their friendship short. Years later, Twilight investigates the incidents at Canterlot High and comes face to face with what appears to be a literal ghost from her past.

$26 paperback / $44 hardback
Past Sins by Pen Stroke
Ministry of Image
Teen
Dark, Sad, Slice of Life

*Can Nightmare Moon, reborn without her hate, ever escape her past?*

$60 hardback

Face the Dark by Pen Stroke
Self-published
Teen
Horror

*An anthology of four of Pen Stroke’s most popular supernatural-themed stories. Things are about to get a little dark. The stories contained are “Into The Depths”, “From The Depths,” “Sunset Slayer,” and “Morsel of Truth.”*

$34 hardback

The Life & Times of Nyx by Pen Stroke
Self-published
Teen
Adventure, Slice of Life

*Enjoy six stories in Past Sins saga in a single book that follow Nyx as she lives her life as Twilight Sparkle’s adoptive daughter. The stories contained are “The First Hours,” “Trinkets,” “Nightmare or Nyx,” “Winter Bells,” “The Road Home,” and “Glimpses.”*

$44 hardback
PONY Legacy by RBDash47
Ponyfeather Publishing
Teen
Adventure, Romance, Sci-Fi
Ten years after Celestia disappeared with no warning nor trace, Twilight Sparkle receives a message from the lost princess calling for help. When Twilight and Rainbow speed to Canterlot, Dash is accidentally transported to a strange world – but in her race to escape the System, she faces an enemy she never expected. Includes enamel pin!

$40 hardback

Fire & Rain by Ruirik
Self-published
Teen
Romance
Lives are forever changed in the city that never sleeps.

$26 paperback

History Repeats by Saddlessoap Opera
Ponyfeather Publishing
Teen
Dark, Adventure, Human in Equestria
When a vicious and powerful enemy older than any Twilight, her friends, or even the Princesses have faced before returns, they will have to reach out to an ally just as ancient for help… but is she still the heroine she once was?

$12 paperback / $30 hardback
**Love Me Like You** by Scampy & Gay for Gadot  
*Self-published*  
Teen — Advanced topics (sex, self-harm)  
Romance, Drama  
*Despite an awful past, Wallflower loves her life with Sunset and has for many years. Then she finds a secret Sunset’s been hiding, and everything changes. Now Wallflower is determined to stop Sunset from making the biggest mistake of her life—asking Wallflower to marry her.*  
$10 paperback

**Peppermint Tea** by Sharp Spark  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
Teen  
Romance, Comedy, Adventure, Dark  
*Peppermint Tea offers a wide variety of styles, tones, and subjects, from light romantic comedy to darker horror to pure romance to experimental metafiction to gunslinging adventure.*  
$16 paperback / $35 hardback

**A Dark and Starless Night** by Shaslan  
*Self-published*  
Teen — Violence  
Dark, Sad, Horror  
*Short stories both spooky and solemn, by Shaslan — Have you ever looked at your favourite pastel pony and thought “Sure, but what if she were sadder? What if there was trauma and heartbreak and maybe a little murder?” This book is the answer to that question.*  
$27 paperback
Contraptionology! by Skywriter  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
*Teen*  
*Adventure, Comedy*  

In the wake of the Nightmare's most pathetic assault on Ponyville yet, Applejack falls into an existential crisis. So when a stranger named Stranger arrives in town, teaching a new way of coupling talent to power using complex machinery, she is quickly suckered in, along with everypony else.

$17 paperback / $35 hardback

Yours Truly and Other Stories by Thanqol  
*Ponyfeather Publishing*  
*Everyone*  
*Comedy, Slice of Life, Romance, Dark*  

From failed villain Thanqol comes a collection of shorts that explore a range of tones, styles, and genres—some a pastiche of well-known literary works, others wholly original, all worth reading.

$18 paperback / $36 hardback

A Song of Storms: Of Skies Long Forgotten by The 24th Pegasus  
*Self-published*  
*Teen — Violence*  
*Adventure, Dark, Tragedy*  

The pegasii that founded Equestria have a dark past, a past steeped in war and a fight for the survival of their very race, and one that Commander Hurricane played a key role in.

$26 paperback
Gunsmoke by Wanderer D
Self-published
Teen
Action, Comedy

The VRMMORPG Gun Gale Online provides Sunset Shimmer the stress release she needs but can’t get IRL. As Desert Mirage, she can let lose in a world where she can’t really hurt anyone and be true to herself without being judged. But what happens when magic is thrown into the mix, and worlds collide?

$17 paperback

Sparkle’s No. 1 Assistant by Wanderer D
Self-published
Teen
Adventure, Comedy, Sci-Fi

When filly Twilight Sparkle “hatched” Wrex the Krogan out of containment during her test to join Celestia’s School, the fate of Equestria changes alongside the life experiences of our cast.

$17 paperback

Three Wishes: The Cutie Mark Crusaders Before They Changed the World by Xepher
Self-published
Teen
Adventure, Fantasy, Alternate Universe

A minor injury leads Apple Bloom to learn that she and the other Crusaders aren’t like normal ponies. Not having their marks has always been their common bond, but as the trio uncover their unique nature, it becomes clear that their lives are intertwined on a much deeper level.

$12 paperback